Abstract. We provide an analysis of the correlation properties of spin and fermionic systems on a lattice evolving according to open system dynamics generated by a local primitive Liouvillian. We show that if the Liouvillian has a spectral gap which is independent of the system size, then the correlations between local observables decay exponentially as a function of the distance between their supports. We prove, furthermore, that if the LogSobolev constant is independent of the system size, then the system satisfies clustering of correlations in the mutual information -a much more stringent form of correlation decay. As a consequence, in the latter case we get an area law (with logarithmic corrections) for the mutual information. As a further corollary, we obtain a stability theorem for local distant perturbations. We also demonstrate that gapped free-fermionic systems exhibit clustering of correlations in the covariance and in the mutual information. We conclude with a discussion of the implications of these results for the classical simulation of open quantum systems with matrix-product operators and the robust dissipative preparation of topologically ordered states of lattice spin systems.
Introduction
Recent years have seen enormous progress at the interface between quantum information theory, condensed matter, and statistical physics. The fundamental formulation of many of our physical theories describes very completely the behavior of single, or small collections of, objects. But when many particles act together, there are a number of emergent phenomena which are not encoded in the fundamental constituents or dynamics in any manifest way. Important examples of these phenomena are: finite speed of propagation of information, irreversibility, or locality of correlations. Lately, a number of remarkable results have been obtained which rigorously analyze the consequences of the locality of interactions of quantum many-body systems described by a Hamiltonian reflecting finite-ranged interactions. For a long time it has been common folklore in the condensed matter community that gapped † many body systems do not have long range correlations (delocalized excitations). Recently this intuition has been made precise in a number of different ways for finite dimensional quantum systems. In particular, it has been shown that for a fixed dimension, the ground state of a gapped local Hamiltonian exhibits clustering of correlations [1, 2] . An alternative notion of locality of correlations is related to the amount of correlation that a subsystem shares with its complement. If these correlations are proportional to the boundary, then the state is said to satisfy an area law. It has been shown that one dimensional gapped systems, with a not overly degenerate ground state subspace, satisfy an area law [3, 4, 5] for the entanglement entropy in the ground state. In turn, this often allows for an efficient classical description of these quantum states in terms of matrix-product states [4, 6] . It turns out also, that in one dimension, clustering of correlations alone already implies an area law for pure states [7] . Rigorous results in two or more dimensions are still very scarce, with results for free fermionic and bosonic models being an exception [3, 8] . Importantly, it has also been shown that local gapped (frustration-free, local topologically ordered) Hamiltonians are stable to local perturbations [9, 10, 11] . Very recently, these stability results have been extended to the open system setting under appropriate conditions [12] .
In this work, we extend some of the results mentioned previously to a specific class of open quantum systems (primitive semi-groups), which include as a special case thermal quantum semi-groups (Davies maps [13, 14] , see Appendix A). Our work may also be seen as a quantum generalization of a series of results which analyze the connection between dynamical and static properties of classical spin systems evolving in time via Glauber dynamics (Metropolis or heat bath) [15, 16, 17, 18] .
In particular, we show how global mixing properties of the semi-group impose strong restrictions on the types of correlations which can be found in the steady state. The functional methods developed in Refs. [19, 20] distinguish between two fundamental convergence behaviors: an asymptotic convergence rate which decreases with the system size and goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit (non gapped), and an asymptotic rate which is lower bounded for all system sizes (gapped). We will focus on the second case, and point out that there are two subclasses in the analysis. The first (Log-Sobolev constant) allows us to certify that the dissipative system converges in a time of order log N , where N is the number of sites in the system, whereas the second one (χ 2 constant) only allows one to certify that the mixing time is of order N . The main result of this work is a strong connection between the mixing behavior of rapidly mixing semi-groups of lattice systems, and the correlations in their steady state. We show that if the semi-group is mixing in the strongest sense (log N ), then the correlations in the stationary state, as measured by the mutual information, decay exponentially in the distance between observables, whereas if the semi-group mixes in a time (N ), then the correlations decay exponentially in the covariance. Mutual information correlation decay is shown to be much stronger that covariance correlation decay for spin systems. In particular, this allows us to establish and area law (with logarithmic corrections) in the mutual information. For free-fermionic systems, there is only one time scale of rapid mixing, in that if the system has a constant gap, then the correlations decay exponentially in the mutual information. Finally, for the proof of clustering of correlations in the mutual information for spin systems, we show a stability result for the stationary state under local Liouvillian perturbations which corroborate the recent results in Ref. [12] . Our results can be seen as a generalization and completion of the sketch presented in Ref. [21] , which first discussed the question of the clustering of correlations due to dissipative Markovian dynamics.
In particular, we provide rigorous tight bounds for the clustering of correlations of stationary states in the presence of a Liouvillian gap.
It is worth noting that in the classical setting, a stronger correspondence has been shown; namely that clustering of correlations implies a Log-Sobolev constant, for suitable boundary conditions [15, 16, 17, 18] . This essentially shows that, within the Glauber dynamics setting, the notions of rapid mixing and short range correlations are essentially equivalent.
This work is organized as follows: In section 2, we set the notation for lattice spin systems and for free fermionic models; we also define properties of Liouvillians; in section 3 we review the basic mixing properties of primitive semi-groups; in section 4, we define and compare different notions of clustering of correlations in the open system setting; in section 5 we state and prove the main results of this work which prove the relationship between rapid mixing and clustering of correlations; and finally in section 6 we conclude and provide an outlook by discussing the implications of our result for the robust preparation of topologically ordered states in lattice systems. Throughout, we we will try to keep the formalism as elementary as possible, focussing on the physical motivations and main mechanisms underlying the proofs. We will however try to point out whenever generalizations are possible.
Formal setting
Throughout, we will consider finite dimensional quantum systems arranged on a lattice. For clarity of presentation we will consider a square lattice in D ≤ 3 dimensions, but the results presented here can easily be extended to more general lattice systems. Let Λ be the collection of lattice sites, then for any z ∈ Λ, let H z be the local Hilbert space associated with site z. For some subset A ⊂ Λ of the lattice, we define the subsystem Hilbert space as
The dimension of the entire Hilbert space will be denoted d, while the dimension of the Hilbert space reduced to subsystem with support on A will be written d A . States are given by density matrices ρ, and reduced states are given by the partial trace restricted to a certain subsystem:
, where A c is the complement of A. Observables are Hermitian operators f = f † denoted by lower case roman letters. In a slight abuse of notation and language, we will refer to both the subset of lattice sites A ⊂ Λ and to the space spanned by the local Hilbert spaces defined on those sited by A. We also will say that an operator f is supported on A, to mean that f is supported on the Hilbert space spanned by the lattice sites associated with A. The (dissipative) dynamics which we consider are described by a quantum dynamical semi-group, which often accurately approximates weak system environment couplings in the Markovian limit; as is the case in many quantum optics setups. The Liouvillian (generator) of the semi-group is given by L(ρ) :=ρ = i[H, ρ] + D(ρ), where
Time evolved states will be written ρ t = e tL (ρ) and similarly for observables
where L * is the Liouvillian in the Heisenberg picture.
We will say that a Liouvillian has support on a subset V ⊂ Λ of the lattice, if L acts trivially on all elements outside of V . L is said to be local if it can be written as a sum of terms with local support: i.e.,
where each D A has support on a subset A ⊂ Λ independent of the system size (and typically small). Such local Liouvillians have been in the focus of intense recent research [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31] , both with respect to condensed-matter inspired questions and applications in quantum information science. Throughout this work, we will restrict ourselves to Liouvillians with norm-bounded local interactions. More specifically, we assume that L is a sum of local terms with norm bound L := sup Z⊂Λ L Z , maximum range a := sup Z:L Z =0 diam(Z), and maximum number
of nearest neighbors, where diam(Z) := max x,y∈Z d(x, y) is the diameter of Z and d(·, ·) is a metric on the lattice Λ (typically the manhattan metric), and · is the operator norm. A Liouvillians is said to be primitive [32] , if it has a unique full rank stationary state. Thermal Liouvillians (see Appendix A) and generic Markovian noise are examples of primitive Liouvillians. A primitive Liouvillian L will be called regular if for any bipartite subset AB ∈ Λ, the LiouvillianL = L − Z:Z∩∂ AB =0 L Z obtained by removing all of the terms intersecting the boundary ∂ AB is also primitive. Although this assumption might seem odd, it turns out to be very natural when discussing scaling of a dissipative system with the system size. In particular, primitive translationally invariant systems satisfy this property. We also introduce the notion of reversibility [33] (i.e., detailed balance) for primitive Liouvillians. To define reversibility, we will need to introduce a family of multiplication operators. Let σ > 0 be a full-rank density matrix, then we define
for any observable f , and s ∈ [0, 1]. We say that a Liouvillian is s-reversible (with respect to
Note that Eq.
, with the inner product
Hence, if L is s-reversible for some s ∈ [0, 1], then its spectrum is real. It is worth mentioning that thermal (as well as Metropolis We will specifically mention also free-fermionic Liouvillians, as they prominently feature in recent studies of noise-driven criticality and topological order by dissipation [24, 25, 22, 26] . Such systems are described by 2N Majorana fermions r 1 , . . . , r 2N for N modes, one associated with each lattice site, where N = |Λ|. These Majorana operators satisfy the anti-commutation relations {r j , r k } = δ j,k , j, k = 1, . . . , 2N , and can be collected in a row vector r = (r 1 , . . . , r 2n )
T .
In free fermionic open quantum systems the Hamiltonian
2n×2n is taken to be a quadratic polynomial in these Majorana fermions, while each of the L j is a linear polynomial. The Liouvillian L is local if both H is local (in the sense that it is a sum of terms supported on geometrically local modes) and each of the L j = l T l r is supported on a small number of sites only. The stationary states of such Liouvillians are Gaussian fermionic states, entirely captured in terms of the covariance matrix
In the same way, covariance matrices of subsystems can be defined. The covariance matrix satisfies γ = −γ T and −γ 2 ≤ 1 [24, 25, 26, 8] .
Mixing times of semi-groups
In this section, we review tools from the theory of mixing times of primitive semi-groups, which will be necessary for the main results of this work. For a more comprehensive exposition, consult Ref. [19] . The mixing time of a quantum Markov process is the time it takes for the process to become close to the stationary state, starting from an arbitrary initial state. A huge amount of effort has been invested in bounding the mixing time of classical Markov processes; especially in the setting of Markov chain Monte Carlo [35] . Recently, a set of functional tools have been developed for analyzing the quantum analogue of Markov chain mixing for one parameter semi-groups [20, 19] . In particular, trace norm convergence of primitive semi-groups can be very well characterized in terms of two quantities: the inverse of the smallest eigenvalue of the stationary state σ −1 , and one of two exponential decay rates, the χ 2 constant λ s [20] or the Log-Sobolev constant α s [19] . Each of these quantities has a convenient variational characterization. Let L be a primitive Liouvillian, then for any choice of s ∈ [0, 1] define
where
are variance and entropy functionals, and f t = e tL * (f ) is the time evolved operator f with respect to the Liouvillian L. Eqs. (9) and (10) are generalizations of similar expressions defined in Ref. [19] , where only the s = 1/2 case was considered. Given that Γ s σ is only (completely)-positive for s = 1/2, certain results only hold for that case. Manipulation of the covariance functional is most convenient for s = 0. When L is s-reversible for some s ∈ [0, 1], its χ 2 constant is equal to the spectral gap ‡ of L -which is usually associated to the convergence rate of a process. Indeed, Lemma 1 (Spectral gap) Let L be a primitive Liouvillian with stationary state σ, and suppose that it is s-reversible for some s ∈ [0, 1]. Then λ s = λ, where λ is the spectral gap of L.
whereL s is clearly a hermicity preserving super-operator, given that Γ s σ is hermiticity preserving. BecauseL and L are related by a super-operator similarity transformation, they both have the same spectrum, and in particular the same spectral gap. Noting that the fixed point ofL s is √ σ, the gap of L can be written in terms of its variational characterization as
Given that (Γ s σ ) 1/2 is bijective and hermicity preserving, for each such f there exists a hermitian g such that
Therefore, we can formulate the gap as
That is to say, using the scalar product of Eq. (7),
, in such a way that tr[gσ] = 0 for all g. We now make use of the fact that
where we have used that L * s (1) = 0 and s-reversibility. Note also that g,g s,σ = Var
and Hence,
which proves the claim.
The same is unfortunately not true about the Log-Sobolev constant, and in general α s = α s when s = s . For the remainder of the paper, whenever we refer to the Log-Sobolev constant without specifying s, we implicitly assume that we are working with the s = case, and therefore suppress the s subscript. The Log-Sobolev constant α1 2 is also closely related to hypercontractivity of the semi-group generated by L. It is also worth noting that λ ≥ α for primitive reversible semi-groups of finite dimensional quantum systems. See Ref. [19] for more details.
As a direct consequence of Eqs. (9) and (10), we get that for any s ∈ [0, 1] and any Hermitian operator f and positive operator g,
Both of these quantities lead to very simple trace norm mixing bounds for s = 1 2 , as illustrated in the following theorem.
-reversible Liouvillian with stationary state σ, χ 2 constant λ and Log-Sobolev constant α. Then, for any initial state ρ, the following bounds hold:
(ii) Log-Sobolev bound
It should be clear from Eqs. (26) and (27) that if both λ and α are independent of the system size, then the Log-Sobolev bound is much stronger than the χ 2 bound, as
which is exponentially large in the case of a many-particle system. We will see in the next section that this will have consequences for the nature of the correlations in the stationary state σ. Note that the assumption of reversibility, here and in the remainder of this work, could be relaxed at the cost of defining more complicated variational expressions for the χ 2 and Log-Sobolev constants.
It is natural to ask at this point how large σ −1 typically is. Its value clearly depends on the specific Liouvillian, and it can certainly be engineered to be as large as desired (in principle). However, there are a number of natural situations where we can provide good estimates of σ −1 . We outline three below: primitive unital, thermal, and primitive freefermionic semi-groups. For primitive unital semi-groups of a d-dimensional system, σ = 1/d,
For thermal semi-groups of an N -qubit system with Hamiltonian H at inverse temperature β, the stationary state will be given by σ β = e −βH / tr e −βH . It is a straightforward calculation to see that we have the bound
Given a free fermionic Liouvillian for which σ is a full rank Gaussian fermionic stationary state, σ −1 can be directly computed from the covariance matrix γ. Clearly, the operator norm is unitarily invariant, so one can look at the normal mode decomposition of σ.
Transforming a vector of Majorana modes r to a new vector of Majorana modes, r → Kr for K ∈ O(2N ) is reflected on the level of covariance matrices as a transformation γ → KγK T .
For a suitable orthogonal matrix K, one finds
with c j ∈ [−1, 1] for all j = 1, . . . , n. The smallest eigenvalue of the Gaussian fermionic state σ is found to be
That is to say, one can express the smallest eigenvalue of σ in terms of a trace function of the covariance matrix γ as
Similarly, the gap λ of a reversible free fermionic Liouvillian can be directly read off from the matrices defining the Liouvillian in terms of polynomials of Majorana fermions (see Refs. [24, 25] for more details). It would be interesting to know how σ −1 behaves for a perturbed non-primitive Liouvillian, but that question will not be addressed here.
Clustering of correlations
A state is said to satisfy clustering of correlations if the correlations between two distant observables decay exponentially in the distance separating them. Correlations can be quantified in many different ways in many-body systems. Here we will consider three different notions, which are useful in our setting. Consider the situation of a lattice system and two non-intersecting regions A and B. We will write ρ AB to denote a state restricted to subsystems A, B; i.e., where the rest of the system has been traced out. The dimension of the Hilbert space of the physical systems belonging to A and B will be denoted as d AB . Now, let us define the following three measures of correlation between subsystems A and B.
Definition 3 (Correlation measures) Let ρ be a quantum state defined on the lattice Λ, and let A, B ⊂ Λ be non-overlapping, then define
• The covariance correlation:
where f is supported on region A, and g is supported on region B.
• The trace norm correlation:
• The mutual information correlation:
where S(ρ σ) = tr[ρ(log ρ − log σ)] is the relative entropy.
We show (in Appendix B) that these three measures of correlations are related in the following way:
Proposition 4 (Relationship between correlation measures) Let ρ be a full rank state of the lattice Λ, and let A, B ⊂ Λ be non-overlapping subsets. Let d AB be the dimension of the subsystem defined on AB, then the following inequalities hold, 1 2d
Proposition 4 immediately tells us that if A, B are small (independent of the system size) then clustering of correlations in one of the three quantities implies clustering of correlations in the other two. However, if A and B are proportional to the system size, then these measures can be vastly different. We specifically mention the situation provided by free fermionic models, where the above relationship can be tightened, as is shown in Appendix C. The operator norm of an observable M = ir T mr with m = −m T can then be bounded by that of m . The covariance matrix γ AB ∈ R 2n×2n of ρ AB is a principal sub-matrix of the covariance matrix γ of the entire quantum state ρ. This covariance matrix γ AB as well as the covariance matrix ξ AB of the uncorrelated reductions can be cast into the form
respectively. Under a transformation r → Kr for K ∈ O(2n), the covariance matrix transforms as γ AB → Kγ AB K † . Using the singular value decomposition, and making use of the definition of the covariance matrix as the matrix collecting second moments of Majorana fermions, one hence finds the lower bound
for the correlation measure C ρ (A : B) in terms of the operator norm of the off-diagonal block of the covariance matrix. Furthermore, the covariance correlation and the mutual information correlation can be related:
Proposition 5 (Relationship between correlation measures for free fermionic models) Let ρ be a Gaussian fermionic quantum state defined on the lattice Λ, and let A, B ⊂ Λ with |A| = |B| = n be non-overlapping subsets. Then the following inequality holds, Figure 1 . Depiction of the light cone of observable f . After a time t, the "information" of the observer f will have propagated a distance vt.
Main results
We now state and prove the main results of this work: clustering of correlation theorems for regular (and reversible) local Liouvillians with (i) a χ 2 constant which is independent of the system size, and
(ii) a Log-Sobolev constant which is independent of the system size §.
A very important ingredient in the proof is an open systems Lieb-Robinson bound; a tool for rigorously bounding the maximal speed of propagation of information through a lattice system. The speed of propagation implies a light cone, outside of which little information from a local source can be inferred (in fact no information up to exponentially small corrections). Open system Lieb-Robinson bounds largely resemble their closed system counterparts, and have been shown by a number of authors already [28, 29, 21] . We shall invoke a version from Ref. [28] , in the form of a "quasi-locality of Markovian dynamics" theorem. Given a local Liouvillian L = Z⊂Λ L Z , we define the Liouvillian restricted to subsets B of the lattice as L B = Z⊂B L Z .
Theorem 6 (Open system Lieb-Robinson bound [28] ) Let L = Z⊂Λ L Z be a local bounded Liouvillian, and let L B be its restriction to the subset B ⊂ Λ of the D-dimensional cubic lattice Λ. Let f be supported on Y ⊂ B, and write the time evolved observable f w.r.t.
for all t > 0, where v is the Lieb-Robinson velocity of L, B c ⊂ Λ is the complement of B, and C > 0 is a constant which might depend upon a and Z.
The theorem says that the time evolution of a local observable f only depends on the terms in the Liouvillian which are in the light cone of f , up to an exponentially small error (see Fig. 1 ). The same theorem can be re-derived for free fermionic dissipative systems in the § From this point on, we will simply say χ 2 (or Log-Sobolev) constant to mean a χ 2 (or Log-Sobolev) constant which is independent of the system size. following form: Observables are taken to be quadratic in the Majorana fermions, F = ir T f r, where f t relates to the time evolved kernel of the time evolved observable F t . We now prove a corollary of this theorem which will be very useful in the following. The corollary states that for two distant observables on the lattice, it makes essentially no difference whether they evolve together or independently, as long as they are outside of eachothers light cones.
Corollary 7 (Time evolution of spatially separated observables) Let L = Z⊂Λ L Z be a local bounded Liouvillian. Let A, B ⊂ Λ be two non-overlapping subsets of the Ddimensional cubic lattice Λ, let f be be supported on A and let g be supported on B, then
for all t > 0, where v is the Lieb-Robinson velocity, D := d(A, B)/a , and C > 0 is a constant which might depend upon a and Z.
PROOF: Let f t denote the time evolution of the observable f with respect to L. Define the semi-groupL which is identical to L except along a boundary ∂ AB separating A and B, which is chosen equidistant to the supports of A and B, see Fig. 2 . All of the local Liouvillian terms intersecting the boundary are removedL = L − Z∩∂ AB =0 L Z , so thatf tgt =(f g) t . We then get
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (42) can be bounded by Theorem 6. For the second term, consider
where we have used that f t ≤ f (shown in the appendix of Ref. [28] ), and the norm Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Combining all of the bounds, we get that
for some constant C of order O(1). The D/2 in the exponent comes from the fact that the boundary ∂ AB lies halfway between A and B. The possible contribution from the boundary is absorbed into the constant C.
Again, a free fermionic instance of this statement follows, acknowledging that the observables which are quadratic in Majorana fermions commute. It is still true thatF tGt = (F G) t for F = ir T f r and G = ir T gr and their time-evolved instances. Also, F t ≤ f is still valid. Along the same lines, one hence arrives at the following statement:
Corollary 8 (Time evolution of spatially separated free fermionic observables) Let L = Z⊂Λ L Z be a local bounded free-fermionic Liouvillian. Let A, B ⊂ Λ be two nonoverlapping subsets of the D-dimensional cubic lattice Λ, let F = ir T f r be an observable quadratic in the Majorana fermions supported on A and similarly, let G = ir T gr be supported on B, then
The χ 2 constant
We are now in a position to prove the first main theorem of this work. 
defines a positive definite scalar product on hermitian operators. We bound the first term:
The first inequality follows from Hölders inequality, and the second one from Eq. (24) . Note that we omit the s = 0 subscript since λ 0 = λ is the spectral gap of L by Lemma 1. Now, observe that
Therefore, we get
The second term in Eq. (48) 
where in the last step we used Corollary 8, and the assumption that the Liouvillian is regular. We now combine both bounds and optimise for t. Setting x := CD D−1 , we define the function
then the unique solution of h (t) = 0 is
This gives rise to the upper bound
For a suitable constant c > 0, the expression can be upper bounded by
(63)
Taking the supremum over f = g = 1 then completes the proof.
Remark: there exist relevant Liouvillians, like Davies generators, which are s-reversible for all s ∈ [0, 1], but this is not true in general. It is easy to find examples of Liouvillians which are reversible for some s ∈ [0, 1] but not for another [20] . The above theorem only requires (0)-reversibility, which is often the one which one would consider in practice [30] .
Theorem 10 is particularly meaningful when one considers a class of Liouvillians defined on a sequence of lattices Λ N indexed by some natural number N relating to the size of the system, whose χ 2 constant can be lower bounded by a value independent of N .
Again, a free fermionic instance is valid here. Cov σ (F, G) for observables quadratic in the Majorana fermions F = ir T f r and G = ir T gr can be evaluated as before. Eq. (51) is replaced by
Then the fermionic variant of the previous statement can be formulated as follows:
Corollary 10 (Free fermionic χ 2 clustering) Let A, B ⊂ Λ be two non-overlapping subsets of the D-dimensional cubic lattice Λ, and let L = Z⊂Λ L Z be a local bounded regular reversible free-fermionic Liouvillian with stationary state σ, χ 2 -constant (spectral gap) λ, and Lieb-Robinson velocity v. Then there exists a constant c > 0 depending on λ, v only such that
Note that the spectral gap of a free-fermionic Liouvillian can be be characterized more simply by the spectrum of the master equation for the covariance matrix. The formulation has the benefit of being exact, and only involves matrices of size 2N (instead of 2 N in the spin case). For more details see Refs. [24, 25] .
Log-Sobolev constant
We will now consider the situation when the Log-Sobolev constant of the regular Liouvillian is independent of the size of the system, and see that we get a much stronger form of correlation decay. We will first need a lemma which says in colloquial terms that "local perturbations perturb locally" [11] . In other words, we consider local Liouvillian perturbations and look at their effect on the steady state in a region far from the perturbation.
Lemma 11 (Local perturbations perturb locally) Let A, B ⊂ Λ be two non-overlapping subsets of the D-dimensional cubic lattice Λ. Let L = Z⊂Λ L Z be a local primitive and -reversible Liouvillian with Log-Sobolev constant α, and let Q A be a local Liouvillian perturbation, acting trivially outside of A. Let ρ be the stationary state of L, and let σ be the stationary state of L + Q A . Then,
where D := d(A, B)/a , v is the Lieb-Robinson velocity, and c > 0 is a constant which depends on v and α only.
PROOF: First note that if L is primitive, then L + Q A is also primitive. This follows from the fact that the Lindblad operators of L span the entire matrix algebra (by primitivity [32] ), so that adding more Lindblad operators cannot reduce the algebra spanned by the generator.
We know that there exists some positive operator 0 < f B ≤ 1 such that
where B c is the complement of B. Now note that for any state φ and any time t, we get
By assumption, the Liouvillian L satisfies a Log-Sobolev inequality, so Theorem 1 allows us to bound the last term as
where the first inequality follows from the monotonicity of the trace norm. For the second term in Eq. (69), note that for some f B := f B ⊗ 1 B c (from now on we suppress the 1 B c ),
The second term in Eq. (73) can be bounded by invoking the Log-Sobolev mixing time of L, to obtain
The first term in Eq. (73) can be bounded using Lieb-Robinson bounds. LetL A c be the restriction of L to terms which do not intersect A, then
where D := d(A, B)/a , and some constant C from of Theorem 6. Again, the first term in Eq. (69) can also be bounded using Theorem 6, in essentially the same way as above (after Eq. (77)).
for some constant C > 0. Now, recalling that f B ≤ 1, we can combine the bounds in a similar way as in Theorem 10,
Hence, there exists a constant C 1 > 0 such that
and choose the optimal t. Set g : R + → R as
then g (t) = 0 delivers as a unique solution
In this way, one arrives at the bound in Eq. (67) for some constant c which depends on v, α and D.
Remark: Lemma 11 is very reminiscent of Theorem 6.9 in Ref. [12] , which was proved independently. Both versions of the theorem have their strengths and weaknesses. We provide a specific setting (characterized by a system-size independent Log-Sobolev constant) which allows for local stability, whereas the result in Ref. [12] is based on a more abstract notion that the authors call "global rapid mixing". However, using the extra assumption of frustration freedom of the Liouvillian, Theorem 6.9 in Ref. [12] provides a bound which is system size independent -a much stronger statement than ours. Whether the assumption of frustration freedom is necessary for the system size independent bound is an open question, which we consider important to resolve, but is beyond the scope of the present paper.
We are now in a position to prove the second main theorem of this work, which gives a much stronger version of clustering of correlations when the system has a Log-Sobolev constant.
Theorem 12 (Log-Sobolev clustering) Let A, B ⊂ Λ be two non-overlapping subsets of the D-dimensional cubic lattice Λ, and let L = Z⊂Λ L Z be a local bounded regular and 
where D := d(A, B)/a , and c > 0 is a constant depending on v, D and α only.
PROOF: To start with, as in the proof of Corollary 8, define the semi-groupL which is identical to L except along a boundary ∂ AB separating A and B, which is chosen equidistant to the supports of A and B (see Fig. 2 ). All of the Local Liouvillian terms intersecting the boundary are removedL = L − Z∩∂ AB =0 L Z , so thatf tgt =(f g) t . By regularity, the LiouvillianL is primitive. Now, let ρ be the stationary state of L and let σ be the stationary state ofL. Note that
where in the second line we used that S(ρ A,B σ A,B ) ≥ 0. Recall also that S(ρ ρ A ⊗ ρ B ) = I ρ (A : B) is the mutual information between subsystems A and B. Now, along the same lines as in the proof of Proposition 4, we get
≤ log( ρ
From this point, we can apply Lemma 11 to the trace norm to get the desired bound, by observing that the perturbation in this case is at the boundary between A and B, which was constructed to be a distance D/2 away from A or B.
Considering Theorem 12 and Proposition 4, we immediately see that there can in principle be a large divergence between covariance clustering and mutual information clustering. In the case of the stationary states of regular semi-groups, these two situations are characterized by the χ 2 and Log-Sobolev decay constants respectively. It is important to point out, however, that for free-feemionic lattice systems, this separation does not exist. Indeed, if a free-fermionic Liouvillian has a spectral gap which is independent of the system size, then by Corollary 10 and Proposition 5, the system also satisfies mutual information clustering. This seems to be a strong indication that χ 2 mixing and Log-Sobolev mixing are of the the same order for free-fermionic systems.
An area law for the mutual information
We will now show an important consequence of the clustering of correlations result for the mutual information: an area law [3, 4, 5] . We say that a system satisfies an area law if for any region A ⊂ Λ, the mutual information between A and its complement is upper bounded by a term which scales as the boundary of A. Such a behavior is far from obvious, as a naive bound on the mutual information will scale not as the boundary but rather as the volume.
Theorem 13 (An area law for the mutual information) Let L be a regular -reversible Liouvillian with stationary state ρ and Log-Sobolev constant α. Let A ⊂ Λ, then for any > 0, there exist constants γ 1 , γ 2 > 0 such that
where |∂ A | is the boundary of A.
PROOF: The proof relies on properties of the conditional mutual information. Given a tripartition of the lattice ABC =: Λ of mutually exclusive subsets A, B, and C, recall that the conditional mutual information of ρ is given by
Note also that I ρ (A : B) ≤ 2 min{|A|, |B|}. That is to say, for arbitrary suitable such subsets
≤ 2 min{|AC|, |B|}.
Now let A ⊂ Λ be some connected region, let δ l (x) be the ball of radius l around the site x and define B l := {x ∈ Λ|δ l (x) ∩ A = 0, x ∈ A c } to be the "buffer" region of radius l around A. Finally, denote with C the remainder of the lattice. Then
for some constants c 1 , c 2 > 0. Thus, if we take
it follows that
where ξ(.) is the Log-product function (Lambert W-function). Thus relabeling the constant terms γ 1 , γ 2 , we get
which completes the proof.
Note that it is not known whether this bound is tight or not in general. However, one would expect that in one dimension, the situation would be simpler. Indeed, as shown in Ref. [7] for closed systems in 1D, clustering of correlations in the variance is already enough to guarantee that the system satisfies an area law (without logarithmic corrections). This area law reminds of the area law valid for (mixed) Gibbs states of local Hamiltonians [40, 8] , for which again no logarithmic correction is found. Finally, we also note that Theorem 13 only guarantees an area law when log ||σ −1 || scales as a polynomial of the volume. We expect this to be the case quite generally. However, an extensive characterization of the situations when this is the case are beyond the scope of this article.
Conclusion and outlook

Topological order
An important implication of these results is that, in principle, it is possible for the stationary state of a regular Liouvillian with a χ 2 constant to have topological order, while this is not possible for regular Liouvillians which have a Log-Sobolev constant. An intuitive argument for the existence of topological order in closed systems goes as follows: A pure state is topologically trivial if it can be transformed to a classical state by a local unitary with local finite range [37] , i.e., whose range grows at most as the logarithm of the system size. If this is not the case, then the state is said to have topological order. One way of extending this notion to open systems is to say that if a given (mixed) state can be reached from a classical state by a TCP map of finite local range, then the state is topologically trivial. If this is not possible, then the state has topological order. Using this definition, it is quite clear from the results in this work that the stationary state of a regular bounded local Liouvillian with a Log-Sobolev constant cannot have topological order in this sense, since the stationary state can be reached from any initial state in a time which scales as the logarithm of the system size. On the other hand, this conclusion cannot be drawn for the stationary state of a regular bounded local Liouvillian with a χ 2 constant, since it can take a time linear in the system size to reach the stationary state, and there is enough time in principle for topological order to build up. It is worth mentioning that a very similar notion of topological order for mixed states was introduced in Ref. [38] , where the criterion was instead based on the closed system analysis on a dilation space. Indeed, any quantum dynamical semi-group can be related to a stochastic dilation, associated to a given Brownian motion [39] . If the semi-group is local, then the stochastic dilation will be so as well, and therefore the range of the unitary dilation will be of the same order as the range of the semi-group. In this way, one can relate the mixing time of the semi-group to the definition of topological order given in Ref. [38] in an explicit manner. Note, however, that the ancillary space of the stochastic dilation in Ref. [39] is continuous, so that further analysis is necessary for establishing a rigorous equivalence to the results in Ref. [38] .
We conclude this section by stating a conjecture: for a full rank state ρ > 0, clustering of correlation in the mutual information excludes the existence of topological order, but clustering of correlation in the covariance might still allow for it.
Classical simulation of stationary states and matrix-product operators
One potential application of the findings presented here is in the classical simulation of open quantum systems, in particular for one-dimensional models. There are a number of approaches feasible to pursue such simulations: On the one hand, one can keep track of the open systems dynamics with a variant of the density matrix renormalisation group (DMRG) approach, either by evolving the mixed state in time under the Liouvillian, or to resort to a quantum jump approach unravelling the open systems dynamics. In the former situation, the encountered mixed states can be captured in terms of matrix-product operators [41, 42, 27] . For the latter, one would formulate time evolution in terms of a classical stochastic process of matrix-product states. On the other hand, one can directly turn to stationary states of primitive Liouvillians, and can formulate a variant of DMRG to determine such states in terms of matrix-product operators. Such simulations should shed light onto phase diagrams in nonequilibrium. The present work suggests that if one encounters a stationary state of a primitive Liouvillian with a Log-Sobolev constant, then such a system should be "easy" to simulate, in that one might conjecture that a constant bond dimension is sufficient to approximate the stationary state with a matrix-product operator for a given error. Our work should serve as a guideline for such endeavors.
Conclusion
In this work, we have studied the relationship between the rate of convergence to a stationary state and the clustering of correlations for open quantum systems described by regular local Liouvillians. We conclude by raising the question of the how common the models which we are considering actually are? Indeed, the assumptions on the semi-group (boundedness, primitivity, reversibility) might seem very restrictive in view of the applications considered in quantum information theory. This is a valid point, as it excludes all dissipative protocols with pure or multiple fixed points. However, it is important to point our that the main application which we have in mind: thermal Liouvillians, are primitive and reversible. Also, pure stationary states can be arbitrarily well approximated by situations captured by the theorems presented here. Nevertheless, these results are a first indication that even for very rapidly mixing dissipative processes, there might still be interesting behavior to be seen. This work also gives further justification that the Log-Sobolev constant might be a better quantity to consider that the χ 2 constant (spectral gap) when analyzing rapidly mixing quantum processes. It is the hope that the present results trigger further such studies.
for j = 1, . . . , n. We find, using the mean value theorem and the fact that the spectral values of covariance matrices come in pairs, 
